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Whole Bean Coffee

net weight 1.000  gr.
available in espresso,
moka, cream, decaffeinated
and arabic 100% blends
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made in naples.

The Best Beans.
For an Neapolitan espresso

with a unique 
and mellow taste.
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Equipment

machines  and   coffee   grinders
the perfect solution

for every need and for every available space
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The best design
and technology
for a perfect cup

of espresso
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Barley and Ginseng

- Automatic washing
- Double setting

large cup / small cup
- 2/3 distinct dispensing units

- Management with Remote Control

practical   and   functional
colors available:
silver, steel,
stainless steel and black
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All the healthy
benefits of

barley and ginseng
in a super-professional

machine
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Cold drink preparations

Slushies
Lemon, Mint
Strawberry,
Orange, Melon

sorbets
Lemon
Coffee Cream

tea
Lemon
Peach

yogurt
White

takes up little space
the ideal for Slushies,
sorbets and any kinds
of cold cream

- Small and compact
- Elegant design, made

by durable materials 
- Cloche tap

- 10 liters tank
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The slushy maker
for preparations
that always taste

cool and fresh
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The Hot drinks preparations

in disposable    bags
Available in the following flavors
classic, white and dark chocolate
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net  weight   1kg.
Available in the following flavors
hazelnut, chocolate and caramel
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in disposable   bags  and   packs
available in various types

caster sugar, cane sugar, sweetener and fructose

Sugar
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Items

in    cardboard    packs
glass cup,

coffee cup and large cup for cappuccino / tea
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Coffee Pods

available   in
50 pods box, 50 pods kit (50 pods, 50 cups, 50 spoons, 50 bags of sugar)

and 50 decaffeinated pods box
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The practicality of 
pods  and a machine

very easy to use.

Pods   Coffee   machine
2 lt tank. unbreakable material with water softener

ABS frame, Safety thermostat, Weight 8 Kg
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La Golfo srl was founded in May 2009 and its operational headquarters is  located in the 
heart of the industrial area of Naples and its activity covers the following areas:
- wholesale and / or retail selling of coffee and its substitutes, food products
and colonial of any kind;
- marketing, support, installation and repairing of espresso coffee machines and tools, 
refrigerating and similar desks, and technical and electronic equipment for bars, restau-
rants, institutions and communities.
La Golfo offers different types of blends with different flavors: harmonious and consi-
stent, sweet and aromatic or full and mellow depending upon demands and needs but it 
also supports and assists the customer in providing the necessary components and the 
proper coffee bar equipment. The industry also deals with the sale or the loan of use of 
professional coffee machines taking care of the technical part thanks to the reliable work 
of industry experts. This expansion gave them the opportunity to embrace an even 
broader and mixed group of users in order to foster the sale to private and third party.
La Golfo is rapidly expanding in the Campania region and in the areas of Central and 
Northern Italy at this time successfully serving over 350 customers; The aim of the 
company is to increase the customer base, obtained through advertising sources, alongsi-
de the agency mandates, representations, concessions or simple deposit for Italian or 
foreign companies producing the above mentioned goods.
La Golfo is the guardian of the most authentic Neapolitan coffee culture and the great 
success achieved is the result of a perfect cup, a coffee with a smooth aroma and an 
unmistakable Neapolitan taste.




